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Abstract The dusty torus plays a vital role in unifying active galactic nuclei (AGNs). However, the physi-
cal structure of the torus remains largely unclear. Here we present a systematical investigation of the torus
mid-infrared (MIR) spectroscopic feature, i.e., the 9.7µm silicate line, of175 AGNs selected from the
Swift/BAT Spectroscopic Survey (BASS). Our sample is constructed to ensure that each of the175 AGNs
hasSpizter/IRS MIR, optical, and X-ray spectroscopic coverage. Therefore, we can simultaneously mea-
sure the silicate strength, optical emission lines, and X-ray properties (e.g., the column density and the
intrinsic X-ray luminosity). We show that, consistent withprevious works, the silicate strength is weakly
correlated with the hydrogen column density (NX

H ), albeit with large scatters. For X-ray unobscured AGNs,
the silicate-strength-derivedV -band extinction and the broad-Hα-inferred one are both small; however, for
X-ray obscured AGNs, the former is much larger than the latter. In addition, we find that the optical type
1 AGNs with strong X-ray absorption on average show significant silicate absorption, indicating that their
X-ray absorption might not be caused by dust-free gas in the broad-line region. Our results suggest that the
distribution and structure of the obscuring dusty torus arelikely to be very complex. We test our results
against the smooth and clumpy torus models and find evidence in favor of the clumpy torus model.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The dusty torus, which is widely believed to be respon-
sible for obscuring the broad emission-line region and
the central engine, is a vital component of the unifi-
cation models (e.g.,Antonucci 1993; Urry & Padovani
1995; Netzer 2015) of active galactic nuclei (AGNs).
However, the structure of the dusty torus remain-
s largely undetermined partly because it cannot be
readily resolved, despite of a few successful attempt-
s (e.g., Imanishi et al. 2018; Garcı́a-Burillo et al. 2019;
Gravity Collaboration et al. 2020). Some phenomenolog-
ical torus models in which the morphology and distribu-
tion of dusty clouds are predefined are proposed. Then the
efforts are focused on solving the sophisticated radiative
transfer and obtaining the corresponding spectral energy
distributions (SEDs) at near- to mid-infrared bands. These
models can be roughly divided into three categories, i.e., a
smooth torus (e.g.,Fritz et al. 2006), a clumpy torus (e.g.,
Nenkova et al. 2008a,b), or a mixture of these two (e.g.,
Siebenmorgen et al. 2015).

Observationally speaking, the dusty torus manifests it-
self by various multi wavelength spectroscopic signatures.
For instance, gas in the dusty torus can induce heavy X-ray
obscuration (with X-ray column densityNX

H to be more
than1024 cm−2) if our line of sight is nearly edge-on. The
dusty torus can absorb a significant fraction of AGN UV-
to-optical continuum emission and re-emit mainly at mid-
infrared (MIR) bands, thereby making the AGN intrinsic
UV-to-optical SEDs much redder. In addition to the strong
MIR continuum emission, the inner torus region can emit
prominent silicate emission lines at9.7 µm and 18 µm

due to Si-O stretching and bending modes. Such features
have indeed been detected by theSpizter/IRS spectroscop-
ic observations (e.g.,Siebenmorgen et al. 2005; Hao et al.
2005; Shi et al. 2006).

According to the simplest AGN unification model, if
our line of sight is roughly face-on, we can directly detect
emission from the central engine, the broad emission-line
region, and the inner torus region. Therefore, we expec-
t such AGNs to show unambiguous broad emission lines
in their UV/optical spectra (classified as optical type 1),
unobscured X-ray power-law emission and the9.7 µm and
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18 µm silicate emission features. In contrast, if the viewing
angle is nearly edge-on, our line of sight is obscured by the
dusty torus. Hence, such AGNs show X-ray spectra with
heavy obscuration and lack broad emission lines (classified
as optical type 2). Their silicate features are also expect-
ed to be observed as absorption (e.g.,Siebenmorgen et al.
2004; Shi et al. 2006).

In reality, the relations among these dusty torus sig-
natures are much more complex than expected. For ex-
ample, optical type 2 AGNs with silicate emission fea-
tures have been observed (Sturm et al. 2006; Nikutta et al.
2009). Shi et al.(2006) systematically investigated the X-
ray absorption and the silicate feature of97 AGNs with
various types. They found that there is a connection be-
tweenNX

H (inferred mostly from hardness ratios, which
might be biased; see, e.g.,Li et al. 2019) and the silicate
feature (see Eq. (2) for the definition) which is consisten-
t with the expectations of the simplest AGN unification
model. However, the scatters of the connection are quite
large. Therefore, they proposed that the torus structure
should be complex and clumpy. In addition,Goulding et al.
(2012) studied20 nearby Compton-thick AGNs and point-
ed out that, at least for Compton-thick AGNs, the observed
silicate absorption feature might be caused by galaxy-scale
dust rather than a compact dusty torus near the central en-
gine.

The study of dusty torus multi wavelength signa-
tures can benefit from more complete AGN multi wave-
length surveys. One of these surveys is theSwift/BAT all-
sky survey (Baumgartner et al. 2013). The resulting AGN
sample is complete with respect to X-ray absorption s-
ince theSwift/BAT ultra-hard (14–195 keV) band X-ray
can penetrate through obscuring gas clouds withNX

H >

1024 cm−2. Thanks to the wide X-ray spectroscopic cov-
erage (0.3–195 keV), the X-ray properties (especiallyNX

H )
of each AGN were robustly measured (Ricci et al. 2015,
2017a). Meanwhile, the spectroscopic follow-up surveys
were performed for a large fraction of this sample (here-
after BASS;1 Koss et al. 2017). Furthermore, a significant
fraction of the BASS AGNs also haveSpitzer/IRS spectro-
scopic coverage which enables us to examine their silicate
features. Therefore, this sample is ideal for us to explore
the nature and structure of the dusty torus.

This paper is laid out as follows. In Section2, we
describe our sample construction and data analyses. In
Section3, we present our results. In Section4, we discuss
the implications of our results. Our conclusions are sum-
marized in Section5.
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Fig. 1 The distribution of our sample in the 14–195 keV
X-ray luminosity vs. redshift diagram.

2 SAMPLE CONSTRUCTION AND DATA
REDUCTION

Our parent sample consists of 836 AGNs from the first70-
month observations of the unprecedented deep ultra-hard
X-ray (14–195 keV) survey of the Burst Alert Telescope on
theSwift Space satellite. Thanks to the wide X-ray spectro-
scopic coverage (0.3–195 keV), the X-ray properties (e.g.,
NX

H and the intrinsic X-ray luminosity,L14−195 keV) of all
836 AGNs were well determined and the resulting catalog
is publicly available (Ricci et al. 2015, 2017a). Therefore,
compared withShi et al.(2006), our AGNs have more re-
liableNX

H measurements.
For these 836 AGNs, we use their published coun-

terparts (seeBaumgartner et al. 2013) to cross-match (by
name) with the Combined Atlas of Sources with Spitzer
IRS Spectra (CASSIS2) database (Lebouteiller et al. 2011)
to construct a new sample, which consists of 208 AGNs.
Five sources are rejected since theirSpitzer/IRS spectra do
not have spectroscopic coverage around the 9.7µm silicate
feature. The remaining 203 AGNs are then cross-matched
(by name) with the BASS catalog (Koss et al. 2017) to ob-
tain their optical spectroscopic measurements. Most of the
AGNs (185/203) in our sample have optical spectroscop-
ic coverage. However, for 10 out of the 185 AGNs, their
optical measurements and types are absent. Therefore, we
reject these 10 sources. Our final sample, which consist-
s of 175 AGNs, enables us to study the dusty torus in
three spectroscopic respects, i.e., X-ray absorption, optical
type, and the silicate feature. Their luminosity and redshift
ranges are presented in Figure1.

We perform the9.7 µm silicate feature measurements
by usingDeblendIRS3 (Hernán-Caballero et al. 2015) to fit
Spitzer/IRS spectra.DeblendIRS is anIDL package that fit-

1 For more details, refer tohttps://www.bass-survey.com
2 For more details, refer tohttps://cassis.sirtf.com/ .
3 For more details, refer tohttp://www.denebola.org/ahc/

deblendIRS/ .

https://www.bass-survey.com
https://cassis.sirtf.com/
http://www.denebola.org/ahc/deblendIRS/
http://www.denebola.org/ahc/deblendIRS/
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Fig. 2 A typicaldeblendIRS decomposed AGN IRS spectrum (top). The lower panels show the probability distributions
of the fitting parameters (for their definitions, refer to Sect. 2), where the red solid and blue dashed lines represent the
best-fitting results and the expectations of the distributions. The shaded regions indicate the 1σ uncertainties.

s the MIR spectra with a linear combination of three spec-
tral templates, i.e., a “pure” AGN template, a “pure” stellar
template, and a “pure” Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon
(PAH, which accounts for the interstellar emission) tem-
plate. The templates are constructed from realSpitzer/IRS
spectra, which are dominated by a single physical compo-
nent (i.e., AGN, stellar, or interstellar). For each AGN tem-
plate, the silicate strength and the slope (α) of a power-law
continuum between8.1µm and12.5µm are pre-measured.
The silicate strength is defined as

SSil = ln
F (λp)

FC(λp)
, (1)

whereF (λp) andFC(λp) stand for the maximum flux den-
sity of the silicate line profile near 9.7µm and the corre-
sponding flux density of the underlying continuum profile,
respectively. Note that for sources with negative values of
SSil, we expect the optical depth of the silicate absorp-
tion τ9.7 = −SSil. Therefore,DeblendIRS can provide the
best-fitting results and uncertainties for the contribution of
AGN emission at rest-frame6µm , 12µm , and5–15µm
(hereafterL6 AGN fraction,L12 AGN fraction and rAGN,
respectively), the stellar contribution at rest-frame12µm
and5–15µm (hereafterL12 SB fraction and rSTR, respec-
tively), the interstellar contribution at rest-frame5–15µm
(hereafter rPAH),SSil andα (for more technical details,
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refer to sect. 2 ofHernán-Caballero et al. 2015). An exam-
ple of ourDeblendIRS fitting results is shown in the upper
panel of Figure2. It is evident that the best-fitting model
explains the data well.

Unlike our work, Ichikawa et al.(2019) adopted an-
otherIDL routineDecompIR (Mullaney et al. 2011) to de-
compose the multi-band IR (from∼ 3µm to ∼ 200µm)
photometric data and neglected theSpitzer/IRS spectra.
There are160 sources in both our final sample and
the catalog ofIchikawa et al. (2019). To further justi-
fy our fitting results, we compare our best-fitting 12µm
monochromic luminosities (hereafterλLλ(12µm)) with
those ofIchikawa et al.(2019) (see Fig.3). Our results
are well consistent with those ofIchikawa et al.(2019); in-
deed, the median ratio between our and theirλLλ(12µm)

is 1.06. Therefore, we argue that our AGN measurements
are reliable.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Silicate Strength and X-ray Absorption

Following Shi et al.(2006), we first explore the relation-
ship between the silicate feature andNX

H . Shi et al.(2006)
defined the following quantity,

R9.7 =
F (λp)− FC(λp)

FC(λp)
(2)

where negative/positiveR9.7 suggests silicate absorp-
tion/emission. It is straightforward to show thatR9.7 =

exp (SSil) − 1 and approachesSSil if SSil is close to ze-
ro. Figure4 plots R9.7 as a function ofNX

H for our fi-
nal sample. We confirm that, consistent with the result of
Shi et al.(2006), there is a weak anti-correlation between
R9.7 andNX

H (the Spearman’sρ = −0.63 and the corre-
spondingp-value is4.5 × 10−21). That is, heavily X-ray
obscured AGNs tend to show silicate absorption and ab-
sence of broad emission lines, and vice versa. We fit the
data with the linear relationR9.7 = A + B logNX

H via
the MCMC algorithm.4 The fitting results areA = 4.1+0.6

−0.5

andB = −0.20+0.03
−0.03, which is in agreement with the best-

fitting results ofShi et al. (2006). However, the scatters
of the anti-correlation are quite large. The large scatter-
s might be caused by several different factors. For exam-
ple, the gas-to-dust ratio may vary among different AGNs.
As pointed out byShi et al.(2006), the scatter of this ra-
tio should be more than two orders of magnitude, which is
unlikely to be the case here. Another possibility is that the
heavy X-ray absorption is caused by the gas lying closer
to the central engine than the dusty torus, e.g., the broad
emission-line gas. However, this scenario cannot explain

4 We use lnr.py to perform the fit. This Python code is
available at https://www.astro.princeton.edu/ ˜ sifon/
pycorner/lnr/ .

the fact that many of these AGNs, which show heavy X-
ray obscuration but different silicate strengths, are actu-
ally optical type 1.9 or type 2 sources, i.e., sources with
strong dust extinction. Other possibilities are that the dusty
torus is not a smooth “donut” but a highly clumpy one, the
line-of-sight absorption is time-dependent (e.g.,Yang et al.
2016; Jaffarian & Gaskell 2020), and/or the radiative trans-
fer may also play a role.
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Fig. 3 Comparison between our measurements of
λLλ(12µm) with those ofIchikawa et al.(2019). The red
dashed line indicates the one-to-one relation. Our results
are in good agreement with those ofIchikawa et al.(2019).

3.2 Silicate Strength and Broad-Hα-line-inferred
Extinction

For a subsample of AGNs with broad Hα emission
lines, Shimizu et al.(2018) adopted the empirical rela-
tion between X-ray and broad Hα luminosities and the
absorption-corrected X-ray luminosities to obtain the in-
trinsic broad Hα luminosities. By comparing the in-
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Fig. 4 R9.7 as a function ofNX
H for our selected sources.

The blue open circles, yellow open diamonds, green open
squares, and cyan open diamonds represent type 1–1.2,
type 1.5, type 1.9, and type 2 AGNs, respectively.

https://www.astro.princeton.edu/~sifon/pycorner/lnr/
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Fig. 5 The optical extinction of the broad Hα line
(AV [bHα]) versus the silicate strength-inferredV -band
extinction (AV [Si]). The blue and red symbols indicate X-
ray unobscured (i.e.,NX

H < 1021.5 cm−2) and obscured
sources (i.e.,NX

H ≥ 1021.5 cm−2), respectively. Note that
the uncertainties ofAV [bHα] are caused by both the mea-
surement errors of the broad Hα fluxes and a systematic
uncertainty of1.2 mag (Shimizu et al. 2018). The dashed
line indicates the one-to-one relation.

trinsic broad Hα luminosities with the observed ones,
Shimizu et al.(2018) estimated the optical extinction of
the broad-line region (hereafterAV [bHα]). Then, they ex-
plored the relation betweenAV [bHα] andNX

H and found
that a significant fraction of AGNs have orders of mag-
nitude higherNX

H than theAV [bHα]-inferred values by
assuming a Galactic ratio ofNH to AV (Draine 2011).
The population of optical type 1 AGNs with heavy X-
ray absorption has also been explored byMerloni et al.
(2014) who used the1310 XMM-COSMOS AGNs as
well as several previous works (e.g.,Burtscher et al. 2016;
Schnorr-Müller et al. 2016).

We first investigate the relation betweenAV [bHα] and
the silicate strength-inferredV -band extinction (hereafter
AV [Si]) whereAV [Si] is estimated fromSSil following the
methodology presented in section 3 ofShi et al.(2006).
Note that, for sources with silicate emission lines, we set
AV [Si] = 0. For the 93 AGNs in our final sample that have
broad Hα measurements, we followMerloni et al.(2014)
and classify them into two categories according toNX

H ,
i.e., the X-ray unobscured (i.e.,NX

H < 1021.5 cm−2) and
obscured sources (i.e.,NX

H ≥ 1021.5 cm−2). The results
are shown in Figure5. For X-ray unobscured AGNs, their
AV [bHα] andAV [Si] values are both small. However, for
X-ray obscured AGNs,AV [bHα] andAV [Si] are large and
the former is on average much smaller than the latter (see
Sect.4.2 for the discussions of the possible physical rea-
sons).

Following Merloni et al. (2014), we further classify
our final sample into four categories, i.e., type-11 (op-
tical type 1 andNX

H < 1021.5 cm−2), type-12 (optical
type 1 andNX

H ≥ 1021.5 cm−2), type-21 (optical type
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Fig. 6 Relative fractions of AGN types as a function of the
AGN 14-195 keV X-ray luminosity. The blue shaded re-
gion represents type-11 sources (optical type 1 and X-ray
unobscured). The purple shaded region represents type-12
sources (optical type 1 and X-ray obscured). The yellow
shaded region represents type-21 sources (optical type 2
and X-ray unobscured). The red shaded region represents
type-22 sources (optical type 2 and X-ray obscured). The
median silicate strength values for type-11, type-12 and
type-22 are annotated, where positive values indicate sil-
icate emission and vice versa. There is only one type-21
AGN and its silicate strength is not shown.

2 andNX
H < 1021.5 cm−2), and type-22 (optical type

2 andNX
H ≥ 1021.5 cm−2). Their relative fraction as a

function of X-ray luminosities are presented in Figure6.
Unlike Merloni et al.(2014), we also can calculate the me-
dian value ofSSil (i.e., −τ9.7) for each type. Consistent
with our expectations, type-11/type-22 sources on aver-
age have silicate emission/absorption features. However,
type-12 AGNs tend to show prominent silicate absorption,
which is consistent with the result of Figure4. Among
them, the silicate absorption in optical type 1.5 is weak
or nearly absent; the silicate absorption in optical type 1.9
is rather strong. Our results indicate that, at least for the
optical type 1.9 AGNs in the type-12 population, the ex-
cess of X-ray absorption might not be caused by dust-free
broad-line gas.

In conclusion, the results of Figures4–6 along with
previous works (e.g.,Shi et al. 2006; Merloni et al. 2014)
suggest that the distributions and structures of obscuring
gas and extinction dust are very complex.

4 DISCUSSION

As demonstrated in Section3, SSil, NX
H , andAV [bHα] of-

ten show discrepant results, which might be caused by var-
ious factors as discussed below.

4.1 Smooth Torus vs. Clumpy Torus

One possible explanation is that the dusty torus is not a
smooth “donut” but a highly clumpy one. To test this sce-
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nario, we compare our results in Figures4–6 with a smooth
torus model ofFritz et al.(2006) and a clumpy torus model
of Nenkova et al.(2008a,b), respectively.

4.1.1 Testing the smooth torus model

One popular smooth torus model is introduced by
Fritz et al.(2006). In this model, the dust mass density is
a function of both radius (with respect to the central black
hole) and inclination angle (i), i.e.,

ρ(r, i) = ρ0r
−qe−γ| cos(i)|, (3)

whereρ0 is determined by the equatorial-plane-dust opti-
cal depth at9.7µm (τ09.7), q is the radial power-law index,
andγ is the polar exponential index, respectively. The torus
inner radius is determined by the dust sublimation radius;
the ratio of the outer radius to the inner radius (Y ) is al-
lowed to vary as a free parameter. Another parameter is the
angular region occupied by the dust (Θ). The smooth torus
is then illuminated by a central isotropic point AGN emis-
sion with a fixed SED ofSchartmann et al.(2005). The ra-
diation emitted by the smooth torus is calculated by solv-
ing the radiative transfer equations (for more details, see
Section 2 ofFritz et al. 2006).

The explored parameter ranges, which are introduced
by Feltre et al.(2012), are listed in Table1; the covered
physical space is wider than the original work ofFritz et al.
(2006). For each of the 24 000 smooth-torus SED tem-
plates, we first estimate itsSSil by following the method-
ology in section 5.2 ofHernán-Caballero et al.(2015).
Second, we calculate the corresponding line-of-sightNH

and theV -band extinction as follows. The line-of-sight op-
tical depth at9.7µm is

τ9.7 = τ09.7 × e−γ| cos(θ)|, (4)

and the corresponding extinction is

A9.7

mag
≡ 2.5 log10 [FC(λp)/F (λp)]

= 2.5 log10 [e
τ9.7 ] = 1.086τ9.7

. (5)

TheV -band extinction is assumed to beAV = 19 × A9.7

(Roche & Aitken 1985). Then, the corresponding line-of-
sightNH is estimated by considering the dust-to-gas ratio
of AV /NH = 0.62 × 10−21 mag cm2 (Savage & Mathis
1979).

The relation betweenNH andSSil for the smooth torus
model is presented in Figure7. It is evident that SEDs
with silicate absorption (i.e., negativeSSil) always corre-
spond to significant line-of-sightNH (i.e.,> 1022.5cm−2).
Therefore, the smooth torus model cannot explain AGNs
with smallNX

H but evident silicate absorption. The rela-
tion betweenAV andSSil is presented in Figure8. Again,
the smooth torus model cannot explain our observations.

Table 1 The Parameter Space of the Smooth Torus Model
of Fritz et al.(2006)

Θ (degree) 60◦, 100◦, 140◦

q 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.0
i (degree) 0◦, 10◦, 20◦ , 30◦, 40◦, 50◦, 60◦, 70◦, 80◦, 90◦

γ 0.0, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0
τ0
9.7

0.1, 0.3, 0.6, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 6.0, 10.0
Y 10, 30, 60, 100, 150

Θ, q, i,γ, τ0
9.7

, andY represent the angular region occupied by the dust,
the radial power-law index, the inclination angle, the polar exponential
index, the equatorial-plane-dust optical depth at9.7µm , and the ratio
of the outer radius to the inner radius, respectively.
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Fig. 7 SSil as a function ofNH. The blue-open cir-
cles, yellow-open-thin diamonds, green-open squares, and
cyan-open diamonds represent the observations (i.e.,SSil

andNX
H ) of optical Type 1-1.2, Type 1.5, Type 1.9, and

Type 2 AGNs, respectively. The grey histogram represents
the two-dimensional distribution ofSSil andNH for the s-
mooth torus model ofFritz et al. (2006). The number of
SEDs in each bin is labeled. The smooth torus model can-
not account for AGNs with smallNX

H but evident silicate
absorption.

4.1.2 Testing the clumpy torus model

A clumpy torus model is presented byNenkova et al.
(2008a,b). According to this model, in the radial direction,
dusty clouds with the sameV -band extinction (τV ) are dis-
tributed asr−q; in the azimuthal direction, the dusty clouds
follow a Gaussian distribution, i.e.,e−((90−i)/σ)2 , whereσ
is the Gaussian width. Other parameters are the ratio of the
outer radius to the inner one (Y ) and the cloud number a-
long the equatorial plane (N0). The clumpy torus is then
illuminated by a central AGN source with an SED shape
of Rowan-Robinson(1995).

The explored parameter space of the clumpy torus
model is listed in Table2. Then, for each of the 1 247 400
resulting SEDs, we estimate the correspondingSSil. The
line-of-sightNH andV -band extinction are calculated as
follows. First, the line-of-sight cloud number is

nlos = N0 × e−( 90−i

σ
)2 . (6)
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Fig. 9 Same as Fig.7 but for the clumpy torus model of
Nenkova et al.(2008a).

Considering again the dust-to-gas ratio of
Savage & Mathis(1979), the observed hydrogen col-
umn densityNH is

NH =
nlos × 1.086τV
0.62× 10−21

cm−2. (7)

The relation betweenNH andSSil (AV andSSil) for
the clumpy torus model is presented in Figure9 (Fig. 10).
Compared with the smooth torus model, the clumpy torus
model can explain the observations for most of our sources,
especially AGNs with evident silicate absorption and small
line-of-sightNH or V -band extinction.

4.2 Additional Gas and Dust Obscuration

The discrepancy betweenSSil andNX
H orAV [bHα] might

also be caused by other effects. For instance, as pointed out

Table 2 The Parameter Space of theNenkova et al.
(2008a) Clumpy Torus Template Library

σ (degree)
15◦, 20◦, 25◦, 30◦,35◦,40◦,45◦,50◦,55◦,

60◦,65◦,70◦

q 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0
i (degree)0◦, 10◦, 20◦ , 30◦, 40◦, 50◦, 60◦, 70◦, 80◦, 90◦

τv 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 120, 160, 200, 300
N0 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15
Y 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100

σ, q, i, τv,N0 andY represent the polar distribution Gaussian-function
width, the radial power-law index, the inclination angle, the V -band
optical depth for each dust cloud, the cloud number along theequatorial
plane, and the ratio of outer to inner radius, respectively.
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Fig. 10 Same as Fig.8 but for the clumpy torus model of
Nenkova et al.(2008a).

by Goulding et al.(2012), the silicate absorption might be
contributed by dust located in the host galaxy rather than
the AGN torus. If so, we would expect that sources with
larger inclination angles should have stronger silicate ab-
sorption. FollowingGoulding et al.(2012), we use the ra-
tio of the major isophotal diameter to the minor one (here-
afterR25) as introduced in the Third Reference Catalog of
Bright Galaxies (Corwin et al. 1994) to probe the galaxy
inclination angle (sources with smallerR25 values might
tend to be more face-on). For the153 sources in the fi-
nal sample, we can obtain theirR25. We then divide these
sources into two groups according to their positions rela-
tive to the best-fitting relation betweenR9.7 andNX

H (see
Sect.3.1). That is, we calculate the difference (∆R9.7)
between the observedR9.7 and the predicted one from
the best-fitting relation. Group 1 (2) sources have positive
(negative)∆R9.7. The distributions oflogR25 for the t-
wo groups are presented in Figure11. We also perform the
Anderson-Darling test to check the differences between the
two distributions. We find that the null hypothesis that the
two distributions are drawn from the same population can-
not be rejected (i.e., thep-value of the null hypothesis is
much larger than0.05). Therefore, we conclude that the
discrepancy betweenSSil andNX

H are unlikely to be caused
by galaxy-scale dust absorption.
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Fig. 11 Distributions oflogR25 for two groups of sources
with different∆R9.7. The distributions are normalized to
ensure that the total area within each histogram is equal
to one. The distribution oflogR25 for sources with pos-
itive ∆R9.7 (i.e., less silicate absorption) is similar to the
distribution oflogR25 for sources with negative∆R9.7.
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Fig. 12 Same as Fig.11, but for two groups of sources
with differentδAV . The two distributions are statistically
consistent.

We then check the discrepancy betweenSSil and
AV [bHα] as a function ofR25. We define δAV =

(AV [Si] − AV [bHα])/AV [bHα] and divide the sources
with non-zeroAV [Si] andAV [bHα] into two groups, i.e.,
group 1 withδAV > 3 and group 2 withδAV < 3. Again,
we find that the two groups share the same distribution
of logR25. Therefore, the discrepancy betweenSSil and
AV [bHα] is also unlikely to be mainly driven by galaxy-
scale dust absorption.

The discrepancy betweenSSil andAV [bHα] for X-
ray obscured sources might be explained as follows. First,
as mentioned in Section3.2, the estimates ofAV [bHα]

rely on the empirical relation between X-ray and broad
Hα luminosities, which is obtained for type 1.0 or 1.2
Seyferts. However, type 1.0 or 1.2 Seyferts might also suf-
fer dust extinction to some degree; therefore,AV [bHα]

is almost always an under-estimation of true dust extinc-
tion. Second, for X-ray obscured sources, their hidden
broad emission-line fluxes might be scattered into our line

of sight (indeed, spectropolarimetry observations revealed
high-polarization broad emission lines in at least some of
our X-ray obscured sources, e.g., Mrk 3, Mrk 348, and Mrk
1210; see, e.g.,Miller & Goodrich 1990; Tran et al. 1992).
That is, the observed broad Hα flux is larger than the di-
rect broad Hα flux (which is heavily absorbed by the dusty
torus), i.e.,

Fobs(bHα)=Fint(bHα) exp(−τ(Hα))+ Fsct(bHα),
whereFint(bHα), τ(Hα), andFsct(bHα) are the intrinsic
broad Hα flux, the optical depth of Hα, and the scattered
broad Hα flux, respectively. Note that the scatted light
is assumed to be not absorbed by the dusty torus. Ifτ is
larger than9 (i.e.,AV ≥ 11.95 for the extinction law of
Cardelli et al. 1989), the direct broad-line flux is extin-
guished andFobs(bHα) ∼= fscFint(bHα), wherefsc is the
ratio ofFsct(bHα) to Fint(bHα). If so, for such sources,
the inferredAV [bHα] is about4.02 + 3.32 log(0.05/fsc),
i.e., AV [bHα] might thus be systematically underesti-
mated compared to the actual one given thatfsc is about
a few percent (e.g.,Reynolds et al. 1997). Third, it is
also possible that the broad Hα in some type 1.9 AGNs
might be produced by strong outflows (i.e., they are
actually type 2 AGNs). One such example is 2MASX
J07595347+2323241, whose broad Hα is surprisingly
narrow. In fact, its Hα-inferred virial black hole mass is
two orders of magnitude smaller than the expectation of
theMBH − σ relation or the infrared broad Paβ-inferred
one (Ricci et al. 2017b). Therefore, possibly due to the
combined effect of the aforementioned factors,AV [bHα]

is expected to be systematically smaller than the silicate
strength-inferredAV , at least for some of our X-ray
obscured AGNs.

Dust-free gas (e.g., gas in the broad-line regions) can
provide additional X-ray obscuration. However, they can-
not contribute to silicate absorption or Hα extinction. As
mentioned in Section3 (also see Figs.4 and6), dust-free
gas cannot fully account for the discrepancy betweenSSil

andNX
H since many sources are type 2 sources.

5 SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

We decompose theSpitzer/IRS spectra of175BASS AGNs
to measure their silicate strengths and compare them with
absorption signatures in X-rays and broadHα emission.
Our results are summarized as follows.

1. Consistent with previous work (Shi et al. 2006), we
confirm a weak relation between the silicate strength
andNX

H using more accurateNX
H measurements; how-

ever, the scatter of the relation is quite large (see Fig.4
and Sect.3.1).

2. For X-ray unobscured AGNs, the silicate strength and
the Hα-inferred V -band extinction are both small;
while for X-ray obscured ones, the silicate strength is
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much stronger than the expectation of theHα-inferred
V -band extinction (see Fig.5 and Sect.3.2). This re-
sult and the previous one suggest that the distributions
and structures of obscuration gas and extinction dust
are very complex.

3. We test our data against two popular torus models, i.e.,
the smooth torus model (see Sect.4.1.1) of Fritz et al.
(2006) and the clumpy torus model (see Sect.4.1.2) of
Nenkova et al.(2008a). We find that the clumpy torus
model is more consistent with our observations than
the smooth one.
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